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Abstract

In this paper, we present a propagation-based method to reconstruct image and

depth from a space-variant defocused image. Our proposed method mainly contains

three parts: blur identification, image deconvolution and artifact removal.

For blur identification, we adopt belief-propagation to obtain the initial patch-

based depth map. We divide the input images into patches and form a Markov

network to assign each patch a node. To each node, we deblur the corresponding

image patch with total variation regularizer scale by scale. Then we form the com-

patibilities of belief-propagation by calculating the reconstruction error term among

these deblurred image patches, the curvature of these reconstruction error, and the

difference between the overlapping deblurred regions. After several iterations, we

can obtain an initial patch-based depth map. For image deconvolution, we propose

a deblurring algorithm called TTV/L2 model with both benefits of Tikhonov-like

regularizer and total variation (TV) regularizer. For the artifact removal, we deal

with two traditional artifacts: boundary artifacts and ringing artifacts. To avoid

the boundary artifacts, we deconvolute each patch with its neighboring patches and

extract the deconvoluted part from the center patch. In the other hand, to avoid

the ringing artifacts, we propose an edge-aware deringing algorithm to obtain a

pixel-based depth map meanwhile reconstruct the all-in-focus result image.

Although to reconstruct image and depth from a defocused image is space-

variantly ill-posed and extremely challenging, the experimental results of both nat-

ural images and medical images demonstrate our proposed method is promising.
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1 Introduction

During image acquisition, taking a photograph has some trade-offs between exposure-

time, aperture-size and depth-of-field. A longer exposure-time or a bigger aperture-size

grantee that image sensor can capture enough light. However, the photograph taken by a

long exposure-time may lead to a motion blurry image while the photograph taken by a

big aperture-size may lead to a limited depth-of-field and suffer defocus blur. Like general

photography, confocal microscopes have the same shortcoming. Due to the design of the

confocal microscope, when acquiring an image, all optical paths encounter in a small range

so as to grantee the portions of the specimen within this range are sharp and in-focus.

However, the rest portions of the specimen do not lie in this range suffer defocus blur.

The main goal of this work is to extend the depth of field and reconstruct a latent

image from a defocused input image which is captured under the trade-offs of the imaging

equipment.

However, to reconstruct a latent image from blurry image is an inverse problem. Differ-

ent to the previous works only deal with a single defocused point-spread-function (PSF),

in this work, we deal with an input image suffering multiple space-variant defocused PSFs.

In order words, we deal with a space-variant ill-posed inverse problem from a single de-

focused image. Moreover, different to previous methods which modify the cameras, we

propose a software method to this problem for preserving the beautiful responses of the

camera lens.

1.1 Review of Previous Related Work

1.1.1 Sharpness Evaluation and Features

In 1987, Krotkov suggested several criteria for sharpness evaluation. He evaluated the

response around the blurry edge for camera to be in-focus [1]. Pentland examined the

focal gradient as a function of depth. By measuring the smooth gradient, we can estimate

depth at all points. However, Pentland’s method can only detect the edges with its

corresponding depth and poorly detect the regions with no edges [2]. Later, in 1988,

Subbarao proposed their method to recover depth from blurred edges [12]. In 1990, Bove

proposed a probabilistic perspective for integrating multiple sources of range data. Bove

considered the output of his range-sensing algorithm as a probability density function to

permit the development of probability-based methods to handling the range (depth) data
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acquiring from stereo vision and two-lens methods [13]. Recently, in 2008, Saxena et al.

applied supervised learning to predict the value of the depth map as a function of the

image. Their model uses a hierarchical, multi-scale Markov Random Field (MRF) that

collects multi-scale local- and global- features, and models the depth relationship between

the different points in the image [9].

1.1.2 Deconvolution Methods

In 1998, Chan et al. proposed an alternating minimization TV-based blind deconvolution

method to recover the image and identify the PSF. They also remarked that even PSF is

without sharp edges, PSF can also be identified through their TV approach [14]. In 2000,

Kubota et al. proposed a filtering method to reconstruct an arbitrarily focused image from

two differently focused images. They utilized two images focused on the foreground and

on the background, respectively. The arbitrarily focused image can be reconstructed from

a set of linear inverse filters [15]. Recently, Fergue et al. proposed a variational framework

with natural image statistics to estimate the motion PSF [33]. In 2007, Bioucas-Dias et al.

proposed their two-step iterative shrinking/thresholding (TwIST) for image restoration.

Their TwIST method converges much faster than previous IST algorithms which have

been proposed to solve a class of convex un-constrained optimization problems. Yuan et

al. adopt blurred/noisy image pairs to obtain a blur-free image. They also proposed the

residual deconvolution for deblurring and gain-controlled Richard-Lucy algorithm for de-

ringing [23]. In 2008, Wang et al. analyzed and proposed their alternating minimization

algorithm with TV regularization (FTVd) for recovering images from blurry and noisy

observations. They derived their idea from variable-splitting and penalty techniques in

optimization to get a fast converge [18]. Yuan et al. based on bilateral Richardson-Lucy

algorithm presented a progressive inter- and intra- scale non-blind image deconvolution

algorithm called joint bilateral Richard-Lucy algorithm to reduce ringing artifact while

recover image detail [30]. Besides, Shan et al. computed a deblurred image using a unified

probabilistic model of both PSF estimation and unblurred image restoration. They also

described an efficient optimization scheme that alternates between PSF and unblurred

image until convergence [31]. Lately, in 2009, Levin et al. analyzed and evaluated the

failure of the blind deconvolution algorithms both theoretically and experimentally. They

pointed out the source of the MAP failure in a single image, however, they mainly fo-

cused on the motion-deconvolution problems [19]. Zibulevsky et al. discussed the L1-L2
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optimization for signal and image processing [25].

1.1.3 Camera Modifications

In 1988, Farid et al. designed a fast switching liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LC

SLM) to create a pair of calibrated optical masks in front the lens to directly measure the

differential variation in image intensity. With this different variation, the corresponding

depth can be obtained [6]. In 1992, Adelson et al. gave an idea to put a splitter in

front of the sensor and try to separate rays from different depth. Picking up the signals

allocated in different position, one can obtain the images focused in the different cor-

responding depth [3]. In 1996, Levoy et al. described a simple and robust method for

generating the views from arbitrary camera positions simply by combining and resampling

the input images. The method lies in interpreting the input 2D slices of a 4D function

called light-field [4]. In 1998, Hiura et al. proposed a coded aperture with the camera

and applied model-based pattern matching to estimate depth values of textured surfaces.

Besides, they recover the blur-free image using weighted inverse filter [5]. In 2005, Ng

et al. realized Adelson et al’s idea by putting micro-lens in front of the sensor. Their

computational camera became a milestone for depth estimation and image refocusing in

the related areas. Besides, Ng deduced the theory of photograph formation from light

field to analyze the performance of refocusing and yield a Fourier-domain algorithm for

digital refocusing [7] [8]. In 2007, Green et al. designed and implemented a prototype

optical system and associated algorithms to capture four images of the sense in a single

exposure, each taken with different aperture setting. They also demonstrated several

applications of their multi-aperture camera, such as editing of the depth of field and

synthetic refocusing [16]. Levin et al. inserted a patterned occlude to modify the con-

ventional camera that allows for simultaneous recovery of depth information extraction

of a layered depth representation of the image. Theoretically, their coded aperture could

be used to modify the spatial PSF of their computational camera so as to obtain the de-

signed zero-crossing on the frequency-axis. Since the scale of PSF may differ from depth,

the zero-crossing on the frequency-axis may move correspondingly [10]. Veeraraghavan

et al. designed mask enhanced cameras for heterodyned light fields and coded aperture

refocusing. Veeraraghavan et al. put a spatial dappled cosine mask in front of the sensor

to modulate the signal meanwhile shifted the frequency response. Moreover, they also

proposed a gray-level code aperture to obtain the designed PSF for depth estimation [11].
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Moreno-Noguer et al. proposed an active refocusing system for obtaining depth from the

defocus of a sparse set of dots projected onto the scene. The projected patterns of dots

are related to depth. The dots can be removed using mean-shift algorithm to obtain the

dot-removal image while depth is determined from the computed sparse depth map [17].

In 2008, Liang et al. designed their programmable aperture camera for multiplexed light

field acquisition. Using different multiplexed images, they proposed a multi-view depth

estimation algorithm to generate view-dependent depth maps for view interpolation [24].

In 2010, Cossairt et al. designed their diffusion coding camera to achieve near identical

performance to a focal sweep camera. The diffusion coding camera utilizes a radially

symmetric optical diffuser placed in the pupil plane of the camera and BM3D deblurring

algorithm to extend the depth of field [25].

1.2 Overview of Our Image and Depth Reconstruction

Our propagation-based image and depth reconstruction method contains three parts: blur

identification, image deconvolution (image deblurring) and artifact removal.

For blur identification, we divide the input defocused image into patches and identify

the PSFs inside these patches. In order to optimize a better solution for the global view,

we form a Markov network (Markov-random-field) and adopt belief-propagation to obtain

an initial patch-based depth map corresponding to different PSF. We assign each patch

a node inside the Markov network. To each node, we deblur the corresponding image

patch with total variation regularizer scale by scale. When the debluring scale is over-

estimated (bigger) than the correct scale, the serious ringing artifacts will show up and

ruin image quality. We adopt this phenomenon to pick up the correct scale and form the

compatibilities of belief propagation. The compatibilities can be obtained by calculating

the likelihood term (reconstruction error) of the deblurred image patches, the curvature of

the likelihood term, and the difference between the overlapping deblurred regions. After

several iterations, we can obtain an initial patch-based depth map.

For image deconvolution, in addition to the least square term, we combine Tikhonov-

like regularizer and TV regularizer to obtain a new deconvolution algorithm called TTV/L2

model. Although Tikhonov-like regularizers ease human visual perception, but they tend

to make image overly smooth and often fail to preserve strong edges. In comparison, TV

regularizers can contain the piece-wise smooth signal so as to preserve sharp edges that

are often the most important features to recover. However, TV regularizers only work
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well when the PSF is correct or under-estimated. If PSF is over-estimated, the serious

ringing artifacts will show up and ruin image quality. As a result, we combine Tikhonov-

like regularizer and TV regularizer to obtain a result eases human vision while preserves

sharp edges.

Inspired the edge-aware image enhancement method by Farbman et al.[22], for ar-

tifact removal, we deal with both boundary artifacts [21] and ringing artifacts [31][32].

Generally, when deconvoluting an image with a PSF, the boundary value problem often

causes serious oscillations near the image boundaries. To avoid the boundary artifacts,

we deconvolute each patch with its surrounding patches together, and then extract the

deconvluted part from the center patch. Ringing artifacts result from the residual errors

of the image deconvolution process, and often appear near strong edges. To avoid ring-

ing artifacts, we propose an edge-aware enhancement to obtain a pixel-based depth map

meanwhile reconstruct our final all-in-focus result image. We express our methods step

by step in the following sections and give the flowchart on Figure 1.

1.3 Organization of the Paper

In Section 2, we introduce the detail of our blur identification using belief propagation.

In Section 3, we formulate our deblurring algorithm (called TTV/L2 model) with both

Tikhonov-like class regularizer and TV regularizer. In Section 4, we present our edge-

aware deringing method while obtain the final all-in-focus resulting image. In Section 5,

we evaluate our TTV/L2 model, demonstrate the edge-aware pixel-based depth maps and

its corresponding all-in-focus reulting images. In the last section, we discuss our proposed

method and give the conclusion.

2 Propagation-Based Blur Identification

Since a space-variant defocused image y contains different blurring scales in different

locations, it is very difficult to compute without approximations. As a result, we construct

a Markov network for this difficult problem. First, we divide both the blurry input image

and deblurred image into patches, and assign one node of a Markov network to each patch.

Besides, we assign variables to each node, then connect each deblurred image patch both

to its corresponding blurry image patch and to its spatial neighbors. Figure 2 briefly

demonstrates our Markov network for this problem.
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Solving this Markov network involves two phase. One phase is deblurring phase, where

the parameters of the network connections are estimated from image patches deblurred

from different blur scales. Another phase is an inference phase, where the deblurred

image patch corresponding to particular image patch is estimated. In this section, we

first introduce the patch-based deblurring method. Second, we discuss the curvature of

the signal. Third, we adopt the belief propagation for this space-variant ill-posed problem.

In the end of this section, we introduce the one-pass algorithm of belief propagation to

speed up the whole process; besides, we discuss our coarse-to-fine approach to obtain a

finer-resolution initial depth map as well.

2.1 Patch-Based Deblurring

According to the image degraded model, the blurry image y can be described as the

matrices multiplication between the blurring operator H and the desired latent image x

and the matrix addition with the noise r.

y = Hx+ r (1)

However, we can decompose an image into local patches

yp = Hpxp + rp (2)

where Hp is the blurring operator restricted to the patch p, yp, xp and rp are respectively

the blurred image patch, desired latent image patch and the additive noise restricted to

the patch p, with 1 ≤ p ≤ P , P is the total number of patches. Since we uniformly divide

the image, we can represent the equation (2) as following matrix form.
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Interestingly, we can easily observe that depth is a local information while patches benefit

to acquire this local information. Besides, since a space-variant defocused image contains

different blurring operators, it is not correct to use a single blurring operator to obtain a

global deblurred image. Most existing methods try to optimize the global image, however,
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it is more correct to deblur in local patches to optimize the local image and local depth.

As a result, we deblur each patch to obtain the deblurred patches and acquire the local

depth corresponding to each patch.

Moreover, before separating the input image into patches, we must care about the

boundary condition of the input image at first. After we decide the sizes of the patches

in use, we symmetrically copy one patch to attach the boundaries of the input image.

Besides, image deblurring algorithms usually result serious boundary artifacts due to the

assumption of periodic image data and 2D-Fourier transformation. However, the center

part of the deblurred image remain correct signals. As a result, to deal with the boundary

condition of each image patch, we extend the original patch three times to contain the

surrounding 8 neighboring patches so as to form a macro-patch. We apply the deblurring

algorithms on this macro-patch but only extract the center patch of this macro-patch so

as to obtain a deblurred patch without boundary artifacts. Figure 3 visualizes the details

to extract the deblurred patch without boundary artifacts.

2.2 Gaussian PSF Model and its Relation to Depth

In this paper, we propose the Gaussian PSF model for both natural image case and

medical image case but under different assumptions. For natural images, the shape of

PSF should be similar to the shape of the aperture (or entrance pupil). However, due

to diffraction of the incoming light and the diverse shapes of aperture from manufacturer

to manufacturer, we can simply model the PSF as a Gaussian blurring operator. For

medical images captured from confocal microscopes, since light source is well balanced

over the visible spectrum, the PSF requires to be integrated over the interval of visible

wavelengths. According to Agent et al.’s work, this integration is basically a smoothing

effect; moreover, the PSF can simply adopt the Gaussian PSF model for convenience. As

a result, we adopt the Gaussian PSF as well. However, different to Agent et al. using a

z-stack of images to reconstruct image and depth, we use only one single space-variant

defocused image to reconstruct the all-in-focus output image.

We define our Gaussian PSF on each node p as follows:

hl
p(x, y) =

1

2πl2
exp−

x2+y2

2l2 (4)

where l denotes the scale of the Gaussian blurring operator; in this paper, we set l equals

to the standard deviation of the Gaussian function. Remind that H l
p can be regraded as

the matrix form of the blurring operator hl
p(x, y) on node p at scale l.
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Since we refers the blurring scale to the deviation of the Gaussian-like PSF in pixels,

and the deviation of this PSF equals to the radius of its Circle of confusion (CoC). CoC

refers to the smallest blurring scale for people to perceive the blurry condition. In other

words, people could not distinguish the observed images are suffered the defocused blur

circle smaller than CoC. In DSLR, CoC refers to the blurring scale corresponding to object

distance u and the aperture size A. Generally, the aperture size A is represented as the

F-number N in DSLR. For the given focal length f , we can obtain the relation: A = f

N
.

With a big F-number N , we have a small aperture size A; on the contrary, with a small

F-number N , we have a bigger aperture size A (Figure 4).

For simplify, we discuss the thin lens model. However, the discussion between depth

and the blurring scale can easily replaced by the given data-sheets and parameters pro-

vided by the camera manufacturers.

For a thin lens model, we have the optical equation:

1

u
+

1

v
=

1

f
(5)

where u is the object distance between the object and the lens, v is the distance between

the lens and the plane of focus, and f is the focal length of the lens.

Theoretically, the conventional camera can only precisely focus objects at one distance;

objects at other distances are defocused. The defocused object points can be imaged as

blur spots rather than points, it could be modeled as a 2-D convolution between focused

image points and a blurring operator related to CoC.

Reminds that d is the distance between lens and the sensor. We can deduce the

in-focus object distance uin−focus from the given d and the fixed focal length f .

1

uin−focus

+
1

d
=

1

f
(6)

or

uin−focus =
df

d− f
(7)

Only the objects lay at uin−focus are in-focus; the objects lay outside uin−focus are out-of-

focus and suffer defocused blur. There are two blurring conditions: one case refers to the

object is behind the focus plane so as to result that the plane of focus is in front of the

sensor, u ≥ uin−focus (or v ≤ d); another case refers to the object is in front of the focus

plane so as to result that the plane of focus is behind the sensor, u ≤ uin−focus (or v ≥ d).

CASE u ≥ uin−focus (or v ≤ d): When the objects are farther than the focal plane,

it suffers defocus blur which results from v ≤ d. The diameter of CoC, DCoC , can be
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modeled as:
DCoC(u,A)

A
=

d− v

v
(8)

Replacing the optical equation, we have

DCoC(u,A) = (
d

v
− 1)A = (−1 +

d

f
−

d

u
)A (9)

Besides, in DSLR, we use F-number N to represent the size of the aperture and A = f

N
.

As a result, we have

DCoC(u,N) = (−1 +
d

f
−

d

u
)
f

N
(10)

CASE u ≤ uin−focus (or v ≥ d): When the objects are closer to the camera and farther

from the focal plane, it suffers defocus blur which results from v ≥ d. In this case, the

diameter of CoC, DCoC , can be modeled as:

DCoC(u,A)

A
=

v − d

v
(11)

Again, replacing the optical equation, we have

DCoC(u,A) = (1−
d

v
)A = (1−

d

f
+

d

u
)A = (1−

d

f
+

d

u
)A (12)

Replacing the relation A = f

N
, we have

DCoC(u,N) = (1−
d

f
+

d

u
)
f

N
(13)

It is easily observed that the object is much farther from the focal plane; the blurry

conditions become more serious. In order word, the blurring scale becomes bigger when the

object is farther from the focal plane. Moreover, the optical equation is an approximation

of a camera, however, the relations between blurring scale and object distance (depth) are

more complicated due to optical path of lens fabrication by different camera producers.

As a result, we change the blurring operator scale by scale in order to fit in different

optical geometrical models more easily.

2.3 Curvature

In order to reconstruct depth information, we deblur the input blurry image patch xp with

different L scales. Observing these L deblurred image patches {x1
p, x

2
p, · · · , x

l
p, · · · , x

L
p }, we

can discover that the artifacts within these patches become serious when the deblurring

scale l is over-estimated (larger) than the correct scale. We calculate the likelihood term
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‖yp −H l
px

l
p‖

2 in each scale l using the deblurring algorithm with TV regularizer. In fact,

we can regard the likelihood term as a new signal called ”reconstruction error”, it is easy

to figure out that the pivot point of the reconstruction error is close to the correct scale.

As a result, we calculate the curvature of the reconstruction error to refine the correct

scale and the correct depth.

Curvature is used to capture the rapid change of a signal. Generally, the curvature

should be measured in the vector function. However, for the special case of a plane curve

with equation s = S(t), we can obtain the curvature of S(t) as follows:

K(t) =
∂2

∂t2
S(t)

(1 + ( ∂
∂t
S(t))2)1.5

(14)

where
∂

∂t
S(t) = lim

∆t→0

S(t+∆t)− S(t)

∆t
(15)

and
∂2

∂t2
S(t) = lim

∆t→0

S(t+∆t)− 2S(t) + S(t−∆t)

(∆t)2
(16)

.

In our depth reconstruction, we have discrete L scales. As a result, we transfer the

curvature from continuous domain to discrete domain and obtain discrete curvature K(l).

K(l) =
∂2

∂l2
S(l)

(1 + ( ∂
∂a
S(l))2)1.5

≈
S(l + 1)− 2S(l) + S(l − 1)

(1 + (S(l + 1)− S(l))2)1.5
(17)

where l = 2, 3, · · · , (L− 1).

For the matrix representation, S(xl
p, yp) denotes the reconstruction error of the de-

blurred image patch xl
p corresponding to blurry image patch yk, and K(xl

p, yp) denotes

the curvature of S(xl
p, yp).

S(xl
p, yp) = ‖yp −H l

px
l
p‖

2 (18)

K(xl
p, yp) ≈

S(xl+1
p , yp)− 2S(xl

p, yp) + S(xl−1
p , yp)

(1 + (S(xl+1
p , yp)− S(xl

p, yp))
2)1.5

(19)

2.4 Markov Network

Moreover, we construct a Markov network to optimize the global view and design the

joint probability over the deblurred image x and blurry image y.

Prob(x1, x2, · · · , xP , y1, y2, · · · , yP ) =
∏

p,q

Ψ(xp, xq)
∏

p

Φ(xp, yp) (20)
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where we introduce pairwise compatibility functions, Ψ and Φ, which are calculated from

blurry image and deblurred image sequences. (p, q) indicates neighboring nodes p, q, and

P is the total number of nodes in the Markov network.

We say that a deblurred image candidate xl
p is compatible with an blurry image patch

yp ifH
lxl

p, the deblurred xl
p convoluting the PSFH l, matches yp. It won’t exactly match so

as to construct a noise term, that is, the reconstruction error. Observe this reconstruction

error, it changes rapidly when the deblurring scale is larger than the correct scale. In order

to capture the correct blurring scale, we calculate the reconstruction error at first:

S(xl
p, yp) = ‖yp −H l

px
l
p‖

2 =
∑

x

∑

y

(yp(x, y)− hl
p(x, y) ∗ x

l
p(x, y))

2 (21)

where yp(x, y) is the 2D image patch, hl
p(x, y) is the 2D Gaussian-like blurring operator

(or PSF) at scale l, and xl
p(x, y) is the image patch deblurred by hl

p(x, y). We try to

capture the pivot point of the changing reconstruction error, we calculate the curvature

of the reconstruction error as follows:

K(xl
p, yp) =

S(xl+1
p , yp)− 2 · S(xl

p, yp) + S(xl−1
p , yp)

(1 + (S(xl+1
p , yp)− S(xl

p, yp))
2)1.5

(22)

The curvature increases rapidly when passing the correct scale. However, when passing

the correct scale, the curvature may remain large and still present several candidates. As

a result, we define our compatibility as a form related to ”curvature over reconstruction

error” so as to pick up the one with large curvature and low smoothness. If we view the

reconstruction error as the horizontal axis and the curvature as the vertical axis, curvature

over reconstruction error regards as the slope of K-S chart. We can observe that the first

pivot of the meaningful reconstruction error reveals the correct scale. The point with the

largest slope locates at the correct scale (Figure 5(a)). With the parameter ε, we can

define our compatibility as follows:

Φ(xl
p, yp) = exp

−
S(xlp,yp)

K(xlp,yp)+ε (23)

We rely on a simple way to design the compatibility functions between neighboring

nodes. In the previous section, we adopt overlap part of the deblurred image patches to

estimate the compatibilities Ψ(xl
p, x

m
q ) between neighbors. Let p and q be two neighbor-

ing nodes on the Markov network. Besides, xp and xq be the deblurred image patches

corresponding to node p and node q, respectively. Let dlpq be the values of the pixels of

the deblurred image patch at l-th scale for deblurred image patch xq which lie in the over-

lapping region with patch p. Likewise, let dmqp be the values of the pixels of the deblurred
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image patch at m-th scale for deblurred image patch xq which lie in the overlapping re-

gion with patch q. For more precise, we define the overlapping region of the deblurred

maro-patches to obtain dlpq and dmqp (Figure 5(b)). We describe that the deblurred image

patch xl
p and xm

q are compatible with each other if the difference in their overlap region is

relative small. We assume that the deblurred image patch xl
p differ from the neighboring

deblurred image patch xm
q by Gaussian noise of covariance σs. We define the compatibility

function between node p and q as

Ψ(xl
p, x

m
q ) = exp

−γ·
d(xlp,x

m
q )

2σs2 (24)

where γ represents a tunable parameter, and d(xl
p, x

m
q ) can be calculated in pixel level as

d(xl
p, x

m
q ) =

∑

x∈R

∑

y∈R

(dlpq(x, y)− dmqp(x, y))
2 (25)

where R represents the overlapping region. In our work, we regard the overlapping region

as the region attached to the boundaries of the current patch. For example, the left marco-

patch of node p overlaps the right marco-patch of node q and construct the overlapping

region. Figure 5(c) demonstrates the details.

2.5 Belief Propagation and its Message Passing

After constructing the Markov network and its compatibilities, we start to apply belief

propagation to optimize the global view [27]. We can write the MAP estimate for x̂p by

taking the maximum MAP over the other variables in the posterior probability.

x̂p,MAP = max
xp

max
allxq ,q 6=p

Prob(x1, x2, · · · , xN , y1, y2, · · · , yN) (26)

= max
xp

Φ(xp, yp)
∏

q

M q
p (27)

where q run over all neighboring nodes of node p, and M q
p is the message from node q to

node p. We calculate M q
p from:

M q
p = max

xq

Ψ(xp, xq)Φ(xq, yq)
∏

q 6=b

M̃ q
b (28)

where M̃ q
b is M q

b from the previous iteration.

For 2D-network, the message passing can be systematically formulated. In Figure

6(a), the red arrow represents the message passing from node q1 to node p, and the

green arrows represent the message passing from the neighboring nodes (b1, b2, and b3)
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to node q1. We call these four operations a run. Since there are four message passing

directions in an image, we have four runs in one message passing iteration. In Figure

6(b), we demonstrate the systematic flowchart for message passing of belief propagation.

However, it is easy to observe that belief propagation is memory-consuming. As a result,

we develop an iterative one-pass method for our image and depth reconstruction problem.

2.6 One-Pass Algorithm and its Iterative Form

Conventional message passing in the original belief propagation needs to reference too

much neighboring node. For example, in Figure 6, we can see that in an iteration of the

message passing, we have four runs according to the different directions, and each run

involves four neighboring nodes. However, this operation is only for one node (node p)

to optimize its solution. Moreover, since we set up the Markov network for an image,

this results a 2D-network with loops. The loopy belief propagation is not guaranteed to

converge. In the need to simplify the belief propagation, Freeman et al. proposed an

one-pass belief propagation algorithm for super-resolution [28]. They observed that their

one-pass algorithm gives results that are nearly as good as the original belief propagation.

We borrow the idea of their one-pass algorithm, moreover, we design our iterative one-pass

algorithm to obtain a better solution contains more information from different directions.

One-pass algorithm refer to reading the input exactly once, in order, without un-

bounded buffering. In the one-pass algorithm, we only compute deblurred image patch

compatibilities for neighboring deblurred image patches that are already selected, typ-

ically the patches above and to the left, in raster-scam order processing (Figure 7(a)).

Since the one-pass algorithm calculates input once and produce output right away, we

can see that the complex message passing is excluded in one-pass algorithm. In mathe-

matic explanation, We can rewrite the MAP estimate for x̂p:

x̂p,MAP = max
xp

Φ(xp, yp)Ψ(xp, x̂p,above)Ψ(xp, x̂p,left) (29)

where x̂p,above is the determined deblurred image patches above node p, and x̂p,left is

the determined deblurred image patches left to node p. Reminded that the determined

deblurred image patches represent the blurring scales are already given.

Although the one-pass algorithm can give a good solution for belief propagation, we

furthermore design an iterative form to obtain more information in each iteration. We

preserve the original one-pass algorithm, however, we add more iteration in raster scan
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order processing and inverse-raster scan order processing. The first iteration is the Free-

man et al’s one-pass algorithm using the compatibilities of the above node and the left

node. In the second iteration, we adopt the inverse-raster scan and use the compatibilities

of all the neighboring nodes. We can represent the MAP estimate for x̂p in the second

iteration and the rest iterations as follows:

x̂p,MAP = max
xp

Φ(xp, yp)Ψ(xp, x̂p,above)Ψ(xp, x̂p,left)Ψ(xp, x̂p,bottom)Ψ(xp, x̂p,right) (30)

where x̂p,above, x̂p,left, x̂p,bottom and x̂p,right are determined in the previous iterations (Figure

7(b-c)).

After several iterations, the whole Markov network reaches the convergence and results

a patch-based depth map l0(x, y). In this subsection, to estimate the patch-based depth

map, we adopt Wang’s TV/L2 delurring model [18] to ensure our results. The deblurring

model with only TV regularizer obtains the reconstructed signal which oscillate very

seriously when deblurring scale is over-estimated. For this reason, TV/L2 model is benefit

to identify the blurring scale and the reconstructed patch-based depth map l0(x, y) for

initializing the deringing pixel-based depth map in the following sections.

3 TTV/L2 Model for Image Reconstruction

In this section, we introduce our new deblurring algorithm for reconstructing images

from blurry observation. We combine Tikhonov-like regularizer and TV regularizer to

obtain a new deconvolution algorithm named TTV/L2 model. Generally, Tikhonov-like

regularizers ease human visual perception, but they tend to make image overly smooth

and often fail to preserve strong edges. In comparison to Tikhonov-like regularizers, TV

regularizers can contain the piece-wise smooth signal so as to preserve sharp edges that

are often the most important features to recover.

We discuss our algorithm with the images have square domains, however, our discus-

sion can be easily applied to rectangle domains. Consider x ∈ Rn2
be a latent n × n

grayscale image, H ∈ Rn2×n2
represents a blurring operator, r ∈ Rn2

be additive noise,

and y ∈ Rn2
be the blurry observation.

y = Hx+ r (31)

Since y is the input blurry image, y is given. Suppose H is determined, we can recover x
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using our proposed TTV/L2 model as follow:

min
x

µ

2
‖Hx− y‖22 + α ·

n2
∑

i=1

‖Dix‖+ (1− α) ·
n2
∑

i=1

‖Dix‖
2
2 (32)

where Dix ∈ Rn2
denotes the discrete gradient of x at each pixel i,

∑

‖Dix‖ is the discrete

total variation (TV) of x, and
∑

‖Dix‖
2
2 is the Tikhonov-like class regularizer.

We adopt variable-splitting and penalty techniques for optimization. At each pixel,

we introduce an auxiliary variable wi ∈ Rn2
to transfer Dix outside the non-differentiable

term ‖·‖ and penalize the difference between wi and Dix. We can yield the approximation

model as follows:

min
w,x

µ

2
‖Hx− y‖22 + α · (

n2
∑

i=1

‖wi‖+
β

2

n2
∑

i=1

‖wi −Dix‖
2
2) + (1− α) ·

n2
∑

i=1

‖Dix‖
2
2 (33)

with a large enough penalty parameter β. With a large β, we can observe that wi → Dix.

Besides, the minimization question described in equation (2) with the degree x can be

modified into a penalty function in degree (w, x).

We adopt an alternating minimization algorithm to minimize the penalty function

with respect to either wi and x. For a fixed x, only the middle two term related to wi

are separable with respect to wi, so minimizing equation (3) is equivalent to solving the

following equation:

min
wi

α · (‖wi‖+
β

2
‖wi −Dix‖

2
2) (34)

for which the unique solver is given using matrix calculus by the following formula:

wi = max{‖Dix‖ −
1

β
, 0}

Dix

‖Dix‖
(35)

where i = 1, 2, · · · , n2 and the convention (0/0) = 0. In the other hand, for a fixed wi,

we can easily minimize x by solving the quadratic equation described in equation (6).

min
x

µ

2
‖Hx− y‖22 +

αβ

2

n2
∑

i=1

‖wi −Dix‖
2
2 + (1− α) ·

n2
∑

i=1

‖Dix‖
2
2 (36)

Using matrix calculus, we can obtain the closed-form solution by taking derivatives of

matrices.

(
µ

2
HTH + (

αβ

2
+ (1− α))DT

i Di)x =
αβ

2
DT

i wi +
µ

2
HTy (37)

Assume x is under the periodic boundary condition, we have Di and HTH are all

block circulant. Therefore, we can utilize 2D discrete fourier transform F to replace the
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huge matrix calculation. Using the convolution theorem of Fourier transforms, we can

obtain x from the digital filter shown below.

x = F−1(
(αβ

2
)F (Di)

∗ ◦ F (wi) + (µ
2
)F (H)∗ ◦ F (y)

((αβ
2
) + (1− α))F (Di)∗ ◦ F (Di) + (µ

2
)F (H)∗ ◦ F (H)

) (38)

where “∗” denotes complex conjugacy, “◦” denotes componentwise multiplication, and

the division is also componentwise. In our alternating minimization algorithm, for given

y, H, α, β, and µ, we can

(i) initialize y = x,

(ii) iteratively compute w according to equation (5) for fixed x, and compute x ac-

cording to equation (9) for fixed w.

Until the minimizing penalty function reaches its convergence, we can obtain the final

deblurred image x. Remind that if we pick up α = 1 in our TTV/L2 model which

is equivalent to the TV/L2 model. If we pick up α = 0 in our TTV/L2 model which

is equivalent to deblur only with the Tikhonov-like regularizers. Besides, we can easily

extend our discussion to fit in our patch-based deblurring method: for each blurry patch yp

on node p, we can obtain deblurred image patches xl
p by adopting our TTV/L2 deblurring

model at different scale l.

4 Edge-Aware Deringing

In this section, we first introduce the cause of ringing artifacts which usually damage the

quality of the reconstructed image. Afterward, we continue our journey to fine tune the

patch-based depth map to an edge-aware deringing pixel-based depth map; meanwhile, we

reconstruct the all-in-focus output image from the space-variant defocused input image.

4.1 The Cause of Ringing Artifacts

Suppose we have a latent image x(x, y) and a given PSF h(x, y). The blurry observed

image y(x, y) can be model as y(x, y) = h(x, y)∗x(x, y), just like the matrix form y = Hx.

However, if we under-estimate or over-estimate the h(x, y), it result a error term ∆h(x, y)

when applying deconvolution. Since y(x, y) is the given blurry image, we can see that the

residual signals, res(x, y), in the wrong combinations have to cancel each other.
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y(x, y) = h(x, y) ∗ x(x, y) (39)

= (h(x, y) + ∆h(x, y)) ∗ (x(x, y) + ∆x(x, y)) = h(x, y) ∗ x(x, y) + res(x, y)

where res(x, y) = h(x, y) ∗∆x(x, y) + ∆h(x, y) ∗ x(x, y) + ∆h(x, y) ∗∆x(x, y) = 0. Since

the reconstructed signal is x(x, y)+∆x(x, y), it is easy to find out that ∆x(x, y) causes the

ringing artifact. Figure 8 demonstrates the whole explanation in one dimension. Figure

8(a) represents the blurry signal y(x) which produces by convolution with latent signal

x(x) and blurring operator h(x). Figure 8(b), Figure 8(c) and Figure 8(d) represent the

latent signal, reconstructed signal x̂(x) and residual signal res(x), respectively. We have

that x̂(x) = x(x) +∆x(x). Obversely, Figure 8(c) shows that x̂(x) contain an error term,

and this error term results ringing artifacts.

In digital filtering view, we can regard a strong edge as a box filter. However, the

frequency transform of a box filter is a sinc function with infinite support. We truncate

some frequency components in order to fit in the discrete signal processing. As a result,

the error rises and results Gibb’s phenomenon, that is, ringing artifacts we discuss here.

4.2 Fine Tuning for Edge-Aware Deringing

In Section 2, we identify the blurry condition and obtain the initial patch-based depth

map. Here, in order to remove the ringing artifacts which usually shown in the recon-

structed image, we propose an edge-aware deringing method to obtain a pixel-based depth

map meanwhile reconstruct an artifact-free all-in-focus output image.

For image reconstruction, we adopt TTV/L2 model to deblur the image patches yp

into a deblurred image sequence xl
p, where p = {1, 2, · · · , P} and l = {1, 2, · · · , L}.

Continuously, we adopt the patch-based depth map as the initial pixel-based depth map

l0(x, y) and try to obtain a deringing pixel-based depth map l(x, y).

Like patch-based processing to select the deblurring scale, we design a cost function

T (xl
p(x, y)) to pick up the pixel-based depth map. When meeting the strong edges, it

may meet the error edges of ringing artifacts. As a result, we move the current pixel to

the smaller scale so as to remove the artifacts.

T (xl
p(x, y)) = (40)

∑

x

∑

y

(yp(x, y)− hl
p(x, y) ∗ x

l
p(x, y))

2 + λ · (l(x, y)− l0(x, y))
2 · (ax(x

l
p(x, y)) + ay(x

l
p(x, y)))
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where the first term is the reconstruction error we mentioned before, while the second

term is used to move forward the depth map. In the smaller scale, the non-regular ringing

is not serious. For the second term, we define the smoothness weighting functions.

ax(x
l
p(x, y)) =

1

( ∂
∂x
log(xl

p(x, y))
α

l(x,y) + εa
(41)

ay(x
l
p(x, y)) =

1

( ∂
∂y
log(xl

p(x, y)))
α

l(x,y) + εa
(42)

where log is the log-scale operator, the exponent α (typically between 1.2 and 4.0) deter-

mines the sensitivity of the gradients of deblurred image patches, while εa is a constant.

Observe that the second term of T (xl
p(x, y)), this designed prior knowledge promote

to pick up a smaller scale/depth, that is, a smaller l(x, y). This prior is designed to

eliminate the ringing artifacts when picking up the wrong or the over-estimated scale. By

comparing all the candidates with corresponding scale at pixel (x, y), we refine the final

depth map l∗(x, y) by minimizing the cost function:

l∗(x, y) = min
l={2,··· ,L−1}

T (xl
p(x, y)) (43)

Since the final depth map l∗(x, y) is given, we can produce the final deblurred all-in-

focus image x∗(x, y) from the deblurred image patches.

x∗(x, y) =
∑

x

∑

y

xl∗

p (x, y) (44)

where xl∗

p (x, y) represents the deblurred pixel of image patch p at scale l∗. As a result,

we completely refine the depth while reconstruct an all-in-focus output image from a

space-variant defocused input image.

5 Experiment Results

We now demonstrate the efficacy of our TTV/L2 model and the proposed propagation-

based image and depth reconstruction method. First, we evaluate our TTV/L2 model

under different blurry conditions using the structural similarity (SSIM) index and Peak

Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)[26]. Second, we demonstrate our experimental results of

natural blurry images taken from Nikon D80 and medical images taken from a confocal

microscope.
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5.1 Evaluation of TTV/L2 Model

SSIM examines the similarity which is generally measured into three components: lumi-

nance, contrast and structure. Suppose I1 and I2 are two nonnegative image signals which

have been aligned with each other. We can obtain an overall similarity measure

SSIM(I1, I2) = f(LSSIM(I1, I2), CSSIM(I1, I2), SSSIM(I1, I2)) (45)

where the luminance function LSSIM(I1, I2) is a function of µ1 (the mean of I1) and µ2

(the mean of I2), the contrast comparison function CSSIM(I1, I2) is a function of σ1 (the

standard deviation of I1) and σ2 (the standard deviation of I2), and structure comparison

SSSIM(I1, I2) is conducted on the normalized signals (I1 − µ1)/σ1 and (I2 − µ2)/σ2.

PSNR examines the difference between two image. We define the PSNR as follows:

PSNR = 10log10
2552

MSE
(46)

MSE =
1

w

∑

x∈W

∑

y∈W

(I1(x, y)− I2(x, y))
2 (47)

where w is the number of pixels inside the window W .

To evaluate, we download the reference images from USC SIPI database and blur the

reference images in different condition with corresponding blurring scales. Afterwards,

we deblur the blurry image scale by scale according to TwIST, FTVd and our TTV/L2,

respectively. Theoretically, SSIM and PSNR will go high when meet the correct scale and

trop when meet the incorrect scales. In the examining results, we can observe that our

model remains good quality as TwIST and FTVd. More important, we have better SSIM

and PSNR when the estimated scale goes wrong. The experimental results demonstrate

our TTV/L2 is better than TwIST and FTVd.

5.2 Image and Depth Reconstruction Results

In this subsection, we examine the efficacy of our propagation-based image and depth

reconstruction method on both natural color image and grey-level medical image. The

first test color image, of size 3840× 2560, is captured from Nikon DSLR D80 using Nikon

Camera Control Pro 2 to obtain this indoor still image (original size = 3872×2592). The

second test image, of size 1024 × 1024, is captured from a confocal microscope. Table 1

presents the parameters for both natural images and medical images.
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5.2.1 Natural Image Case

For natural color images captured from Nikon D80, we set the patch-size 64 × 64 and

µ = 18 for TV/L2 model to identify the curvature over reconstruction error of each

patch.

Using our iterative one-pass belief propagation, we calculated the compatibilities be-

tween patches. We have γ = 0.005, ε = 0.01, σs = 15 with the overlapping region size

12× 64, and L = 11 scales for Gaussian-like blurring operator (the standard deviation of

PSF, that is, l = 1, 2, · · · , 11 pixels). For image reconstruction and edge-aware dering-

ing, we transfer the R, G, B color space to Y, Cb, Cr color space and set µ = 18 and

α = 0.5 for TTV/L2 model to R, G, B, Y channels to obtain deblurred images with L

different scales. Afterward, for Y channel, we set λ = 0.001, β = 2.8 and εa = 0.1 to

move forward the incorrect over-estimated blurring scale meanwhile obtain the deringing

pixel-based depth map. According to the information of the deringing pixel-based depth

map, we pick up the corresponding pixels in R, G, B channels to merge the final color

all-in-focus output image. For convenience and computation, the deblurred images used

in neighboring compatibilities and reconstruction are with its patch-size 256 instead of

the original patch-size 64× 64.

Figure 12(a) is the input image ’orchid’ exposed 0.8 seconds with F-number N equals

4. Figure 12(b) is our pixel-based depth map which refines depth meanwhile remove the

ringing artifacts. Darker pixels represent smaller blurring scale; brighter pixels represent

bigger blurring scale. Figure 12(c) is our all-in-focus output. As we can see, the blurry

flowers behind the focal plane are reconstructed according to the deringing pixel-based

depth map. Figure 12(d) is the reference still image exposed 1.6 seconds with F-number

N equals 16. Figure 12(d) has the same amount of incoming light as Figure 12(a) but

extend the depth-of-field. Figure 12(e,f,g) are the magnified parts of Figure 12(a,c,d) in

the red rectangle region, respectively. Figure 12(h,i,j) are the magnified parts of Figure

12(a,c,d) in the green rectangle region, respectively. As we can see, the blurry dots on

the petals become more clear and significant after our proposed method. In other words,

we extend the depth-of-field of the input image to the compared reference image.

Figure 13(a) is the input image ’dragon’ which exposed 0.05 seconds with F-number

N equals 4. Figure 13(b) is our all-in-focus result. Figure 13(c) is our pixel-based depth

map. According to the depth map, we can easily observe that he head of the dragon

is enhanced by deconvoluting a PSF with a small scale while the body of the dragon is
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enhanced by deconvoluting a PSF with a big scale. Most important, we reach a balance

between human perception and numerical optimization. Figure 12(e,f,g) are the magnified

parts of Figure 12(a,c,d). As we can see, the blurry parts become sharp even better than

the reference one.

Figure 14(a) is the input image ’car’ downloaded from Xu et al’s research webpage

[34]. We extend its size from 1123× 749 to 3840× 2560 and apply the same parameters

used in Figure 12 and Figure 13. Figure 14(b) is Shan et al.’s result deconvoluted by a

single PSF. Figure 14(c) is Xu et al.’s result which also deals with the space-varient blur.

Figure 14(d) is our space-varient result. Figure 14(e-h) are the magnified parts inside the

green rectangle of Figure 14(a-d), respectively. As we can see, the blurry parts become

sharp and even better than the comparisons. Figure 14(i-l) are the magnified parts inside

the red rectangle of Figure 14(a-d), respectively. As we can see, the blurry parts become

more clear than the comparisons.

5.2.2 Medical Image Case

For medical image capture from confocal microscope, we set the patch-size 128× 128 and

µ = 10 for TV/L2 model to identify the initial patch-based blurring scale and depth.

Using our belief propagation, we have γ = 0.005, ε = 0.01, σs = 100 with the overlapping

region size 50× 128, and L = 11 scales for Gaussian-like blurring operator (the standard

deviation of PSF, that is, l = 1, 2, · · · , 11 pixels). We also set λ = 0.001, β = 2.8, and

ε = 0.01.

Figure 15(a-d) represent the input image, depth map, Xu et al.’s and our output,

respectively. Figure 15(e-g) is the left magnified parts of Figure 15(a,c,d), respectively.

Figure 15(h-j) is the right magnified parts of Figure 15(a,c,d), respectively. As we can

see that Xu et al.’s result becomes noisy. However, our result not only remove the blurry

observation but also clear and sharp.

Figure 16(a-d) represent the input image, depth map, Xu et al.’s and our output,

respectively. Figure 16(e) is the magnified part of the original input, Figure 16(f) is

the magnified part of Xu et al.’s result and Figure 16(g) is the magnified part of ours

result. Xu et al.’s result becomes noisy. However, our result not only remove the blurry

observation but also clear and sharp.
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5.2.3 The Distribution of Scale and Depth

We analyze the depth maps of the natural images and the medical images. Figure 17(a)

and Figure 17(b) present the distributions of the pixel-based depth maps of ’orchid’ and

’dragon’, respectively. The data concentrate at the smallest scale l = 2 for the reason

that Nikon DSLR D80 regards its focus with a Gaussian PSF which its standard deviation

equals 2. As the result, the curvature of the reconstruction error has a strong pivot at

this scale. Besides, we can observe that we have more data laid at the smaller scales for

the reason that the image is sparse and it is no way to refine any information from the

smooth/flat signals. Figure 17(c) presents the distribution of the pixel-based depth map

of Figure 14.

Figure 17(d) and Figure 17(e) present the distributions of the pixel-based depth maps

of Figure 15 and Figure 16, respectively. According to the light path of the confocal

microscope, the light encounter in a very small range to make sure the specimen in

this range in-focus. As a result, most parts of these medical images are in-focus. The

distributions of our medical results show that most of the pixels laid at the smallest scale

l = 2 and the blurry pixels are enhanced to be clear.

Natural Image Medical Image

image size 3840× 2560 1024× 1024

patch size 64× 64 128× 128

µ 18 10

α 0.5 0.5

γ 0.005 0.005

σs 15 100

overlapping region size 24× 64 50× 128

L 1, 2, · · · , 11 1, 2, · · · , 11

λ 0.001 0.001

β 2.8 2.8

ε 0.01 0.01

εa 0.1 0.01

Table 1: The suggestive parameters for natural images and medical images.
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6 Conclusion

We present a propagation-based method to estimate depth map while reconstruct an all-

in-focus image from a space-variant defocused input image. Different to previous methods

to modify the camera, we propose a software method to handle this space-variant ill-posed

problem. The most difficulty is the input image exists multiple space-variant blurring

operators for us to identify. The experimental results show that our proposed method

is promising. Besides, the parameters we suggested for both Nikon D80 and confocal

microscope can be used to get reproducible results.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of our proposed algorithm. Step 1: we first transfer the input blurry

observation from R,G,B color space to Y, Cb, Cr color space, and adopt TV/L2 model

to obtain deblurred image patches, reconstruction error and the compatibilities. Step 2:

we propose our iterative One-Pass Belief-Propagation to optimize the global view so as

to obtain the initial patch-based depth map. Step 3: we adopt ou edge-aware deringing

method with TTV/L2 deblurring model to obtain our pixel-based depth map. Using the

pixel-based depth map, we pick up the pixels in each R,G,B channel so as to obtain the

all-in-focus output image.
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(a) Markov network

(b) Blurry observation

(c) Deblurred candidates (11 scales)

Figure 2: Markov network model for our image and depth reconstruction from a space-

variation defocused image. (a) Φ(xp, yp) represents the compatibility between blurry image

patch yp and deblurred image patches xl
p. Ψ(xp, xq) represent the compatibilities between

neighboring nodes. (b) blurry observation yp, and (c) deblurred candidates xl
p .
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(a) Blurry image patches (b) The extraction of a deblurred image patch

Figure 3: (a) The blurry input image is uniformly divided into patches yp. (b) We sym-

metrically extend the image boundary (green), deblur the marco-patch (yellow), extract

the center deblurring part of the marco-patch as the current deblurred image patch xl
p.

(a) CASE u ≥ uin−focus (b) CASE u ≤ uin−focus

Figure 4: The relation between depth and blurring scale. We have the object distance

u, focal plane is in front uin−focus of the lens, plane of focus is behind v of the lens, and

the distance between lens and sensor d. Besides, CoC represents the circle of confusion,

and DCoC represents the diameter of CoC. In this work, we set the pixels of the radius

of CoC as the blurring scale which equals to the standard deviation of the Gaussian-like

PSF. (a) CASE u ≥ uin−focus: according to the path of light, we have v ≤ d and obtain

DCoC(u,N) = (−1 + d
f
− d

u
) f

N
. (b) CASE u ≤ uin−focus: we have v ≥ d and obtain

DCoC(u,N) = (1− d
f
+ d

u
) f

N
.
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(a) The overlapping regions (b) The compatibility Φ(xl
p, yp)

(c) The compatibilities Ψ(xl
p, x

m
q )

Figure 5: The compatibilities Ψ(xl
p, yp) and Φ(xl

p, x
m
q ) on node p. (a) We have the recon-

struction error at different scale shown in the first row, the curvature of the reconstruction

error shown in the second row, and the curvature over the reconstruction error as the com-

patibility between deblurred image patches shown in the third row. (b) Let dlpq be the

pixels of the l-th deblurred image patch on node p in the overlapping region between p and

q, and let dmqp be the corresponding pixels of the m-th deblurred image patch belonging to

node q, next to node p. Then the compatibility matrix between nodes p and q, Ψ(xl
p, x

m
q ),

are Gaussians in | dlpq − dmqp |. (c) The red rectangles represent the overlapping regions of

the neighboring nodes (in blue). The marco-patches of the corresponding current nodes

are shown in yellow.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) The message construction in belief propagation. (b) The message passing

scheme of BP for one iteration.

(a) Raster scan (First iteration) (b) Inverse-Raster scan

(c) Raster scan

Figure 7: Raster scan processing and inverse raster scan processing. (a) The first iteration

of our iterative one-pass belief propagation process in raster scan with the left node and

the above node, (b) the iterations of our iterative one-pass belief propagation process

in the inverse raster scan with the four neighboring nodes, and (c) the iterations of our

iterative one-pass belief propagation process in the raster scan with the four neighboring

nodes.
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(a) The original latent signal, x(x)
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(c) The reconstructed signal, x̂(x)
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(d) The residual signal, res(x)

Figure 8: Analysis of ringing artifact. (a) The original latent signal x(x), (b) the blurry

signal which is obtained by convolution of the latent signal and the blurring opera-

tor h(x)=[0.25, 0.5, 0.25], (c) the reconstructed signal x̂(x) which is obtained by de-

convolution from the blurry signal and the wrong blurring operator h(x) + ∆h(x) =

[0.2439, 0.4878, 0.2683], (d) the residual signal, res(x). As we can observe that x̂(x) tries

to minimize the residual signal res(x), as a result, x̂(x) is forced to oscillate so as to cancel

the error of res(x). However, this oscillation results the ringing artifacts, that is, an error

term ∆x(x) inside the reconstructed signal x̂(x) = x(x) + ∆x(x).
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Figure 9: The evaluation of TTV/L2 model. We use the latent ’Lena’ image to convolute a

Gaussian blurring operator with its scale (the standard variation of PSF) equals 2 pixels.

Afterward, we deblur this blurry image scale by scale. (a) The SSIM under different

deblurring scales, and (b) the PSNR under different deblurring scales.
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Figure 10: The evaluation of TTV/L2 model. We use the latent ’Boat’ image to convolute

a Gaussian blurring operator with its scale (the standard variation of PSF) equals 2 pixels.

Afterward, we deblur this blurry image scale by scale. (a) The SSIM under different

deblurring scales, and (b) the PSNR under different deblurring scales.
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Figure 11: The evaluation of TTV/L2 model. We use the latent ’Lena’ image to convolute

a Gaussian blurring operator with its scale (the standard variation of PSF) equals 4 pixels.

Afterward, we deblur this blurry image scale by scale. (a) The SSIM under different

deblurring scale, and (b) the PSNR under different deblurring scale.
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(a) Original image (b) depth map

(c) our all-in-focus (d) reference image

(e) original (f) ours (g) reference

(h) original (i) ours (j) reference

Figure 12: The first input color image ’orchid’, the result image, the reference image and

the magnified region. (a) Original image, (b) our pixel-based depth map, (c) our all-in-

focus result (d) the reference image, (e)-(g) the closer looks in the red rectangle region of

(a,c,d), respectively, and (h)-(j) the closer looks in the green rectangle region of (a,c,d),

respectively.
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(a) Original image (b) depth map

(c) our all-in-focus (d) reference image

(d) original (e) ours (f) reference

Figure 13: The first input color image ’dragon’, the result image, the reference image

and the magnified region. (a) Original image, (b) our pixel-based depth map, (c) our

all-in-focus result (d) the reference image, (d)-(f) the closer looks in the red rectangle

region of (a,c,d), respectively.
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(a) Original image (b) Shan et al.’s

(c) Xu et al.’s (d) ours

(e) original (f) Shan et al.’s (g) Xu et al.’s (h) ours

(i) original (j) Shan et al.’s (k) Xu et al.’s (l) ours

Figure 14: The third input color image ’car’, the result image, the comparisons, and the

magnified region. (a) Original image, (b) Shan et al.’s result, (c) Xu et al.’s result (d) our

result, (e)-(h) the closer looks in the green rectangle region of (a)-(d), respectively, and

(i)-(l) the closer looks in the red rectangle region of (a)-(d), respectively.39



(a) Original image (b) depth map

(c) our all-in-focus (d) reference image

(e) original (f) Xu et al.’s (g) ours

(h) original (i) Xu et al.’s (j) ours

Figure 15: The first medical image. (a) Original image, (b) our pixel-based depth map,

(c) Xu et al.’s result, (d) our all-in-focus result, (e)-(g) the closer looks in the left rectangle

region of (a,c,d), respectively, and (h)-(j) the closer looks in the right rectangle region of

(a,c,d).
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(a) Original image (b) depth map

(c) Xu et al.’s (d) ours

(e) original (f) Xu et al.’s (g) ours

Figure 16: The second medical image. (a) Original image, (b) our pixel-based depth

map, (c) Xu et al.’s result, (d) our all-in-focus result, and (e)-(g) the closer looks in the

rectangle region of (a,c,d), respectively.
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Figure 17: The distribution of the blurring scales (a) the distribution of the first natural

image ’orchid’, (b)the distribution of the second natural image ’dragon’, (c) the distribu-

tion of the third natural image ’car’, (d) the distribution of the first medical image, and

(e) the distribution of the second medical image.
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